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!lIn the context of operant verbal learning 'awareness' means 

a grasp of the principle of reinforcement where the S kno't'll'S the 

kind of responses that will produce reinforcement" (Adams, 1976). 

This study was designed to establish that learning without aware-

ness is possible, and that reinforcement has a positive effect on 

this type of learning. The format of this study deals with t.he 

applicat.ion or lack of application of reinforcement on the S's 

ability to learn a response without awareness. 

One: experiment performed by Thorndike and Rock (1931+) was 

the first on operant verbal learning. A S was presented with a 

liS'G of words and for each one was required to give the first 

associai.ion that came to mind. If the response was sequentially 

related to the stbru.lus word as in speaking or writing, the ex-

perimentier rewarded the S by saying "Right." Otherwise the ex-

periment.er said nothing or "Hrong." Learning definitely occurred, 

with the: average number of correct responses going from about 

three to six, from the first to thirtieth block of ten responses. 

Learning awareness 'Has tested by examining individual learning 

curves for IIInsightful" jumps near one hundred per cent correct. 

They found none of these "Insight.rul" leaps and concluded that 

learning can occur without awareness. 

Another experi.-rent by Cohen (1956) also supports the behavior-

istic position by finding evidence for learni.ne without av-.ra.reness. 
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They us:ed the Sentence Construction Task, de1reloped by Taffel (1951)). 

ThE~ sti.Tm.llus for elicting a response Has a card with a verb and six 

pronoun.s printed on it: I, we, he, they, she, and you. The ~ t s 

task was to make up a sentence using the verb and one of the pro

nouns. There were eighty cards, each with a different verb and 

wit.h the order of the pronouns randomized on each one. The rewarded 

response class was sentences that used I and 1.re, the Ss of the ex

pe1~iroontal group had them re'tvarded with "Goodll from the experimenter. 

Nothing was said to the control group. The Ss learned and none 

were found aware of the principle of reinforcement in a postexperi

roontal intervie1-T. 

A well-known experi1'OOnt by DeNike (1964) supports the cogni

tive view of operant learning. DeNike had his Ss say any words 

whatsoever that came to mind, and from this verbal outpouring he 

selected. human nouns for reinforcement. Each S was required to 

say thr'ee hundred words. After every twenty-five words there was 

a pause and the S was required to write thoughts about the experi

roon.t, which was the source of information about awareness. There 

were tW'I) groups of Ss, an exoerimental group and a control group. 

The eX!lE'~rimental group first had fifty words without reinforcement 

to deteJ~mine the baseline for human nouns without reinforceroont, 

followed by 250 1rords where human nouns were reinforced. Learning 

would bE~ shm-m by an increase in the number of human nouns from 

the basoline. The control group also hA.d the first fifty words 

without reinforcement and random reinforcement of the remaining 
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words ten per cent of the time. Using the verbal reports, DeNike 

classified the Ss of his experimental group as aware or unavmre, 

depen1ing on whether a S vms able to verbalize the principle of 

reinforceTllent when 'tITi.tine thoughts about the experiment after 

every twenty-five trials. The results tended to show that only 

a S aware of the principle of reinforcement learns. 

In the present study, a picture-selection test 'TN'aS devised 

for t,he purpose of detecting al-TareneSS of the principle of rein

forcement in the SSe The test was composed of twenty-five multi

ple-c::hoice problems. To give the correct response for each pro

blem, the S was to choose the only selection that was pl11ral. An 

oral test. vms also used in this experiment, its purpose Has to 

condition the SSe The test, consisting of a fifty word list, 

was presented one to four times, depending on the requirements 

for each specific condition. Plural vrord responses were the only 

responsef3 that were revrarded. It was conceived that the nositive 

reinforcoment would effect the number of correct responses through 

the presfmtation of the word list, by increasing plural responses. 

But, the number of times through the word list was desiened to have 

no €!ffec't on the scores of the picture-selection test, if the Ss 

1'Je re una'ware. 

Bethod 

~ubjects,. The Ss were randomly selected from the 1977-78 population 

of the l>J'ashington Junior High School in Ivashington, Indiana. The 

Ss ages ranged from tvrelve to fifteen. 



A total of one hundred Ss were used in the five conditions. 

Twenty S~~ were randomJ.,y assigned to each of the conditions, with 

the restriction that an equal number of seventh graders and eighth 

graders, and males and females be utilized in each condition. The 

experiment consisted of twenty-five seventh grade girls, twenty-five 

seventh :5I"ade boys, twenty-five eighth grade gir1s, and twenty-five 

eighth grade boys. Only those Ss who returned permission slips 'V.'ere 

used. Substitutes were dra'tm for those not returning their slips. 

Material!!. A list of fifty nouns was used in the oral test. Fifty 

per cent of the nouns were singular and the others plural. 

A picture-selection test was administered to the SSe It was 

made up of pictures arranged in TIDlltiple-choice problems. A singu

lar stirr~lus and three alternatives were given in each problem. 

Two of tihe alternatives were singular, and the third was plural. 

A ~n11all classroom was used for both testings. 

Design. The study had five connitions. In the control (C) con

dition, the Ss were required to take the picture-selection test 

onl,y. 1'his condition established a baseline for unconditioned Ss 

that could be compared to conditionp.d SSe The other conditions 

were El!. E2, S3, and E4, the Ss being presented the oral test one, 

two, tm"ee or four times respecti.vely in the different conditions. 

Two depHndent variables were meam:red. A score was taken on each 

picture·.selection test by recording the number of problems in 

vrhich the plural alt,ernative 't,ra.s chosen. The plural responses 
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given on each presentation of the word list Has the second measure

ment. 

ProcedurE~. Prior to testinG, the Ss were told the test was an 

association test, and that they were to say the first word t}lat 

came to 'l1ind. IT the Ss -were to be given the word list more than 

once, they were told that the response to the same word could be 

the same or different in each presentation. After these instruc

tions, the oral test was administered by having the S sit facing 

the experimenter as she said the nouns one at a time, pausing for 

the S' s response betlreen each noun. TNnenever a plural response 

was given the experi:'lenter replied "Good." The tester kept count 

of plura.l responses by marking the mU119ral 4 by the word that had 

receivedl the plural response. ThE' muneral 3 was placed by those 

noult'ls that 'Were not responded to with a plural word. Rej.nforce

rent wa~l Given to plural responses only. "Good" was the onLy word 

,'sed b:'~,he tester from the start to the finish of the oral test. 

The S vms then inst1"wted to ta~ce the picture-selectir'n test. 

He '!.JaS 1,01d to c1100se quiCKly an A, B, or r; response for each nro

blem. The S Has given thirty seconds to complete this task, at 

-;,.mich time the test 1',as collec'-8d. All the Ss :finished the task 

within the allotted time. All Ss were given the picture-selection 

test and oral test individunlly. 
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Results 

A between-3 O:iO-Way analysis of variance was conducted em 

the p-:'c :'11re-selection test data. The mean number of plural re-

sponses are presented in Table 1 and thA analysis of variance 

in Table 2. 

Table 1 

Bean Number of Plural Responses as a Function 
of the Number of Presentations of Oral Test 

t!umber of Presentations of Oral Test 

o 1 2 3 4 

Hean 8.35 Q F~ /' . _ . .-' 8.85 

Table 2 

Analysis of Varian~e for the Plural 
Responses on the Pict~re-Selection Test 

Source SS df HS 
_ Between GrouEs 14.9b 4 3.74 
_. ~'1i thin GrouEs 565.15 95 5.95 

Tot,al ~RO.ll 99 

df==4, 95 FC>;i" 2.46 

F 
.63 

ThE!Se results were not statistically siVlificant. The number 

ofCOrrE!ct responses on the picture-selection test was not positively 

effected by the reinforcement. 

Table 3 cont.ains the mean number of plural responses for each 

conditi()n on every presentation of the oral test. 
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Table 3 

Hean Number of Plural Eesponses on the Oral Teflt as a 
Function of the Number of Presentations of Oral Test 

Number of Presentations of Oral Test 
Experrmei'lta1 

4 Condi ti':ms 1 2 < 
J 

El 16.0 

E2 16.35 19.0 

E3 15.2 16.7 17.1 

Eh 16.65 16.65 17.95 16.zr' 

A betvreen-S one-"ray anovar Has condllcte(l on -!ille cla-':.Ci. from the 

last oral test for each of the four experimental condi ti"ns. The 

analysis is presented in Table 4 and indicates no sig~,ifi~ant effect 

of the number of presentations on the number of ";lural responses. 

Table 4 

Between-S One-"Tay Anoval' en Last 0ral Tests as a 
Function of the Number of Presentations of the Oral Test 

Source SS df HS F 
- Between Groups 110 ;:,...8,...4----:;:;3=-----=-3:,..:,::.,. 9="S';:7"----=1..:.."?6-=--1 

Hithin Groups ----I, 73q.5'~ 76 22.89 __ _ 
Tot.a1 l::..o,t....:8...:;;;5...:.0~. 3:::..;9~ __ 7~9:.-_ 

df:: 3, 76 

The results 'Here not si;::nificant. ',Then the performance on the 

last oral test for t.hE' fo,tr cxpel·tmental groups are compared, there 

't';as no f:lvidence that the nunbcr of correct responses increased as a 



function of the number of presentations of the oral t.est. 

A t-test for dependent scores ",ras computed on condition E2. 

The scorl"!s on the fil1r;t a'1cl second oral tests "rere utilized. The 

meal": r!1lnber of :plural resnonses on the first was 16.35, and 19.00 

on t.he s'3cond. There 'Has a significant difference (t= 3 .L.3, df= 10). 

:?or conditions E3 and EL. a within-S anovar was performed, and 

the results are displayed in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. 

Table 5 

One-Hay Anovar for E3 as a Function of the 
Number of Presentations of Oral Test 

Source S8 df H8 
Subjects la4bh.00 19 77.05 
Treatroont 40.13 2 20-.06 

-rntl8raction 183.20 38 4.82 
Tot,al 1,687.33 59 

d.f=: 2, 38 ~ .= 
-(:".) 3.25 

T"lble 6 

One-T;Tay Anovar for '?4 as a Function of the 
Numbe:r of Presentations of Oral Test 

Source SS df }'[S 

--S'Ul>,iects 1,012.7~ 19 r;~.30 
Treatment 32.95 3 10.98 
In1j9raction 219.05 57 3.8L 
ToJ~al 1,2b4.7? 79 

df= 3, ~7 
'M 2.78 J~c.';= 

F 

4.16 

F 

2~86 

';Thl"ln comparing the performance wi thin both groups E3 and EL., 

there was a significant effect. As the number of nresentations in-

creased, the number of correct responses also increased Hi th the 

exception of the fourth presentation of group EL.. 
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Discussion 

The analysis on the picture-selection test provided no evidence 

that the number of presentations of the oral test had any effect on 

tbe sco~!s of the picture-selection test. If the presentation of the 

oral tesJ~ had made the Ss aware of the principle of reinforcement, the 

scores on the picture-selection test would have been positively effected. 

So, the 3s "Were not aware of the principle of reinforcement in this ex

periment. 

The data shows that learninrr did occur in conditions E2, ~3, and 

EL.. In '~L an irregularity in the means was observed in the drop of 

correct responses from the third to the fourth time through the oral 

test.. This may have been due to the presentation of the sane fifty 

words four ti.1Il"Is. This repetition may have washed out the effect of 

the reinrorcement. 

The picture-selection test, devised by the experimenter, may 

haVE: been more of a reflection of response generalization than a test 

of clwareness. It was based on the same principle as the oral test, so 

a c~~ry-over in responses was possible between the tests. The pictures 

on the test may have been previous~ linked before the test was given, 

through the Sst dealings in society; this may have been effected the 

results to some degree. 

The data indicated that the Ss ~re not aware of the principle of 

reinforcement, though some would argue that "the Ss were tested so quickl.y, 

that they did not have the time to use the principle if they had known i tit 

(Underwood, 1966). It also displays the fact that the Ss did learn through 

the presentation of the oral test. The data supports the hypothesis of 

thin study that learning can occur without awareness, and that reinforce

ment has a positive effect on learning. 
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